ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION | EXPLODED LEFT SIDE/QTY.
--- | --- | ---
1 | DOOR WIPER BASE STRIP UPPER ST-20 | 2
2 | LEFT FRONT PANEL ST-20 | 1
3 | DOOR WIPER RETAINER UPPER ST-20 | 1
4 | DOOR WIPER FELT LOWER ST-20/30 | 2
5 | DOOR WIPER RETAINER LOWER ST-20/30 | 1
6 | DOOR WIPER BASE STRIP LOWER ST-20/30 | 1
7 | DOOR WIPER FELT UPPER ST-20 | 2
8 | TAIL BACKHEAD ST-20 | 1
9 | LEFT FRONT ROOF, ST-20 | 1
10 | SPINDLE DRIP SHIELD ST | 1
11 | LOWER FIXED BULKHEAD S | 1
12 | GASKET COOLANT COLLECT | 1
13 | COOLANT COLLECTOR PANEL | 1
14 | COOLANT COLLECTOR ASS | 1
15 | CLNT COLL DOOR DARK | 1
16 | FILLER BASE PANEL ST-20 | 1
17 | MPU SIDE COVER ST-20 | 1
18 | COVER, CABLE TRAY, TOP LEFT, ST-20 | 1
19 | CABLES TOP LEFT ST-20 | 1

**ST-20 ENCLOSURE**
ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION | EXPLODE MIDDLE/QTY.
--- | --- | ---
1 | Z SLID CVR UPPER RETAIL | 1
2 | TOP CABLE CVR, ST-20 | 1
3 | TOP CABLE COVER, LEFT, ST-20 | 1
4 | FRONT RAIL ST-20 | 1
5 | RAIL SPACER | 6
6 | TOP DOOR RETAINER | 1
7 | V-TAIL BWC, 13-0075-21 | 1
8 | NO PLAT DOOR ASSY S20 | 1
9 | REAR ROOF S20 | 1
10 | DOOR DRIP GUARD, S20/ | 1
11 | DOOR DETENT ASSY S20 | 1
12 | TOP FRONT SKIRT DARK S20 | 1
13 | BOTTOM FRONT SKIRT S12 | 1
14 | CENTER BACK PANEL S20 | 1
15 | UNDER DOOR RETAINER S20/ST-20 | 1
16 | COVER, TOP REAR CABLE CHANNEL, ST-20 | 1
17 | CABLE CHANNEL, TOP REAR, ST-20 | 1

DESCRIPTION | EFFECTIVE DATE
--- | ---
ST-20 ENCLOSURE | FEB-2013
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